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Mechanical physics! A0er all we are gathered at the Tecnical Museum. As you can
see from the photo here, this is a lake at a mountain top. You might also see,
poten?al energy?
If someone decides to release this lake, and transform it into electric power, it will
be connected to a network of other actors, and take on mul?ple uses and eﬀects.
The eﬀects in society will go beyond anything that the ini?a?v takers at the hydro
power sta?on could imagine. The lake, though would s?ll be there, although slightly
changed maybe. At least, it would have taken on some new meaning.
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The thing's method is a collabora?ve research project between the Museum of
Cultural History, the Museum of Oslo and the Norwegian Museum of Science and
Technology. Together we are exploring a methodic prac?ce to connect the
museum's main purposes and social interven?ons. Hence, the ambi?on is a method
for working with exhibi?ons that relates research, collec?on work and outreach
ac?vi?es with a societal role of being inclusive to actors outside the museum walls.
The project that runs from 2015 – 2017 is funded by the Norwegain Arts Council,
and we are commiRed to a par?cular focus on how museums can embody a
democra?c ideal of sharing the research and produc?on of history and
contemporary stories. We work through experiments. For the moment there are ﬁve
diﬀerent projects going on.
The thing's method is about detec?ng, evoking and working with the network of
rela?ons to the objects. This implies that we think of objects as dynamic elements,
as unstable, responsive and as products of those rela?ons they are part of and which
they evolves through with humans and other objects. Such a view upon the material
world sides with insights from the ﬁeld of science and technology studies and
humani?es concerned with the study of the world through material prac?ces.
Where objects are not conceived as sta?c, factual and detached from the society
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The oldest meaning of the concept thing, in English, German and Nordic languages
concerned an assembly brought together to discuss disputed maRers of concern
(Latour and Weibel, 2007). The thing represented physical and judicial mee?ngs in
which people whom were concerned, assembled to sort out things that ma+er to
them. This old meaning of thing has undergone a process to becoming physical
objects, or things as ma+er. Which is how we know it from daily speech, as in "that
thing over there". (Kenneth Olwig (2013). The wisdom that found we found useful, is
that things can be both ma+er of fact (as in object) and ma+er of concern.
As Latour among others, have no?ced; “in the context of the discourse about
material things it is important to understand that they ﬁrst gain social meaning and
iden?ty when mooted in mee?ngs, discourse and debate. When we made the
exhibi?on Thing – Technology and Democracy in 2014, we experienced how objects
from the museum collec?on easily could be transformed into ma+er of concern.
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Thing – Technology and Democray was the 100 years anniversy exhib?on for the
Tecnical Museum. Our aim was to make an exhibi?on were we (the museum) should
not be the experts on our maRers of fact, and teach people how they were related
to ques?ons about technolgy and democracy. The hearth of the exhib?on was this
thingplace. Sorrounded by a huge shelf with 100 objects from our collec?on – all
relevant to the topic. The audience were invited onto the exhib?on ﬂoor to take part
in discussions about 8 unseRled technologies star?ng out from 8 objects (such as a
DNA sequensator, a drone, a 3D-printer). The discussions were prepared Tecnical
Museum. Our aim was to make an exhibi?on were we should not be the experts on
our maRers of fact, and teach people how they were related to ques?ons about
technolgy and democracy. The hearth of the exhib?on was this thingplace.
Sorrounded by a huge shelf with 100 objects from our collec?on – all relevant to the
topic. The audience were invited onto the exhib?on ﬂoor to take part in discussions
about 8 unseRled technologies star?ng out from 8 objects (such as a DNA
sequensator, a drone, a 3D-printer). The discussions were prepared Tecnical
Museum. Our aim was to make an exhibi?on were we should not be the experts on
our maRers of fact, and teach people how they were related to ques?ons about
technolgy and democracy. The hearth of the exhib?on was this thingplace.
Sorrounded by a huge shelf with 100 objects from our collec?on – all relevant to the
topic. The audience were invited onto the exhib?on ﬂoor to take part in discussions
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One of the objects was as you can see, this robo?c seal. To an increasing degree
such creatures are beeing used in healthcare – paricularly for people suﬀering from
demen?a. Each discussion was ini?ated by a short introduc?on and a ques?on. Its
qute, it is so0 and it makes comfor?ng murmuring sounds, and even recocongnises
the user: Would you like your old mama, or you grand daddy to have such robot if
they where ill? the ques?ons became more complicated, as robo?c technology does
not start or stop with this liRle thing.
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The response and the level of the discussions were beyond what we would have
imagined! People whom had never met before took part in discussion concering
technology, science, poli?cs and culture – and truly made the museum’s maRer of
fact into maRers of concern!
We learnt:
1. The museum can be an arena for discussions and cons?tu?ons of maRers of
concern – star?ng out from objects in the collec?on.
2. The audience can deﬁnitly take part in the co-produc?on of knowledge and new
insights about our collec?ons.
3. The museum was indeed turned into a stage of small subsequent parliaments!
This experience we took further and elaborated, when we decide to make a
permanent LAB for experimental exhibi?on making at the museum.
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The LAB is both a physical space and a concept. As you can se from this figure, it is
set up with a particular layout. The physical space comprises of three zones to
spatially and conceptually arrange the collaborative work of researchers,
conservators, and artists – as well as external participants. In addition, there is a
roundtable space for discussing ideas among the core participants, invited external
collaborators, and audiences. We refer to this zone as the “Thing” to underline that the
collaborative knowledge generation rests on connecting ideas, perspectives, and
different kinds of knowledge.
The principle is simple: things are of concern to the museum. Things run through
three main purposes of the museum. Things relate to various actors outside the
museum, and hence they are potential assemblies.
The work in the LAB, should always try to start with objects and work out from them.
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For the Thing’s method we do this a liRle bit diﬀerently in the diﬀerent museums
and for the diﬀerent experiments. S?ll, a general ques?on is:
How do we start? TM er en «boRom up» method. Instead of star?ng with the idea
for an exhibi?on and then select objects to represent that idea, we aim for star?ng
with things and ask for whom they call upon? (at least in theory). The list of
par?cpants rela?ng to any object could poten?ally be very long, so a methodic
challenge relates to whom should par?cipate, how many, and on what premises?
Here you can see representants for the Congolese community in Norway, whom was
invited in as curators for a new exhib?on on the Congo-collec?o at the Cultural
History Museum. You also see professor of history of science and medicine Nick
Hopwood scru?nizing «skeletons in the closet» at Technical Museum – that project
is just about to start up.
In the following example that I want to share with you, on the Olsen’s telescope. It
all started from another angle. An object the museum had in its collecteion, called
upon an ar?st, Marius Engh, whom you can see on the photo next to parts of Olsen’s
telescope, down to the le0. Before we con?nue with what happened, let me
introduce this object to you.
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The telescope was made by the Norwegian instrument maker Christian Olsen. It was
introduced to the public in 1886, when Olsen opened Europe’s first public
observatory in the Royal Park in Oslo.
The telescope was the largest in Scandinavia: 7.5 metres long with lenses 370 mm in
diameter, providing 11-1200x magnification.

The observatory and the telescope instantly became a major public attraction. Olsen
showed visitors moon craters, cyclones on Jupiter and the rings of Saturn.
The observatory was a place for entertainment. For Olsen, however, there was also an
important religious dimension. The telescope served to prove the existence of God.
In the mid-1890s the observatory in the Royal Park was closed down. In 1912, it was
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Christian Olsen died in 1921. The telescope was then taken apart and stored in
different places. (Discussions about the fate of the telescope involved several groups
of actors: Olsen’s family, local authorities, different ministries, the University of Oslo,
and the Norwegian Museum of Science and Technology.)
As years went by, the pieces of the telescope lost their former sheen, the painting
disintegrated, and parts even disappeared. Stored away in the museum, the telescope
became a fragmented object.
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The public observatory. Re-opened as housing and atellier for ar?st, 2013. Ar?st
Marius Engh, ﬁrst ar?st in recidence, 2013. He contacted the museum, asking us
about the telescope – and we planned to start a joint project working of art and
museum star?ng out from the building and the telescope.
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Start; releasing the parts of the telescope from the shelves in the storage. Where
has been for almost 100 years! (since 1946 at the Technical Museum).
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Dispersed on the ﬂoor in the LAB for the audience to see, and as a star?ng poing for
our muli?-disciplinary engangemnt with the object as thing.
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LAB-work on research (archives), collec?on work (overview, condi?on of the object
etc), outreach (ar?s?c conceputalisa?on), external par?cipants (example, professor
in history of scien?c instruments)
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Reconstruc?on of Enan8omorphic Chambers, Robert Smithson, 1965. Reconstructed
by Marius Engh in the LAB-workshop. A ﬁrst test of a concept for a possible bridge
between the old telescope and the public observatory – through contemporary
conceputal art.
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Exhib?on «Folkeobservatoriet» (pulic observatory) opens. Featuring 20 conceptual
ar?sts. A bridge between the historical fragments of the observatory and the
telescope. Conceptual idea: a new public observatory where people can gather to
see unexpected things and wonder about, art, technology, the museum – socieity
and maybe also themselves?
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Telescope – as it was taken out from the storage. Here on display as an art object by
the instrumentmaker CHG Olsen + «Love is» og «Sun pocket» by the American ar?st
Peter Shire
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Ac?v conservator laboratory in the exhib?on. Appropria?on – yes, things’method is
a lot about that. S?ll as you can see, the museum helds back – ques?on mark!
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More than 200 for the opening. Sculptural garden and contemporary art.
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Outreach is about connec?ng and crea?on and ac?va?on of rela?ons to the
collec?ons. The method, with its openness and including ideal, will poten?ally relate
to unkown actors, places and perspec?ves. As shown here, for example to a bicycle
bar. The reason for this event was that one of the par?pa?ng ar?st happend to
produce a new (possibly hallusinogene) brew for the exhib?on. And it was important
as an ar?s?c interven?on that this brew was launched under full moon. That
happened to be one week before the opening of the exhib?on.
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Et annet eksempel på kobling var stjernekikkertverkstedet som duoen Aksvik og
Salhus rigget ?l som et supplement ?l uts?llingen. ﬂere hundre barn og voksne ﬁkk
lage sin egen stjernekikkert, ved museet og ved observatoriebygget i Holmenkollen.
Another example of outreach as connec?ng, was this telescope workshop created as
an add on to the exhibi?on. Several hundred people, kids and families, used the
opportunity to make their own telescope at the Museum and at the Obsevatory.
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New audiences, new perspec?ves on the telescope and the musuem. Also contact
with Olsen’s rela?ves – whom will open their private arcives for us.
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1) Muli?disciplinary collabora?on, following the network of things, inquiring the
real?ons a thing engages in, pushes the museum to relinquish some of its power
to deﬁne the direc?on of what to be researched, by whom and what to be
displayed. Through this prac?ce, new stories take shape. Stories encompassing
people and perspec?ves, which are not part of the presently "known" iden?ty of
a thing emerges into the foreground and enrich the exhibi?on projects.
2) What happens to the museum objects when they have taken on new meaning,
being shaped and also shaped socieity in new ways. Are they original in a new
way?
3) What is emphasized here is that in the mee?ng between the co-produced
knowledge and conceptual art, especially scenography, something new emerges,
a new ethnography which is not merely a descrip?on, but carries a genera?ve
poten?al o0en far beyond the museum’s grounds (see Ssorin-Chaikov, 2013a).
What is emphasized here is that in the mee?ng between the co-produced
knowledge and conceptual art, especially scenography, something new emerges,
a new ethnography which is not merely a descrip?on, but carries a genera?ve
poten?al o0en far beyond the museum’s grounds.
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